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included. Although there has been a steady increase in the number

economics. Women in the news are more likely to be featured in human interest

masculine.
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consequences on whether or not women are perceived as competent leaders by
the viewers and listeners.

vi

to get their message across through training on how to conduct media interviews
and communiqués. Women also have to keep up with the latest trends especially
on social media for a youth targeted audience many of whom ascribe to social

to the media because the media tends to come to people who stand tall and believe
in their cause.

Ms JAne WAMBUI tHUo

t
in this manual.
and commitment in revising this manual. We also wish to sincerely appreciate the board,
the secretariat and members for their unwavering support.

JAne tHUo
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We sincerely hope that women aspirants learn more about the media so that they know

vii
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You
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gain strength, courage and

which you really stop to look fear in the
face. You are able to say to yourself,
through this horror.
the next thing that comes
along.” You
the thing you
think you cannot do —eleanor Roosevelt

have lived
can take
must do

“I
I

dedIcAtIon

this manual is dedicated to all gallant
and
who challenge
of society’s

brighter future
women and all young people.
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women youth
stereotypes

ix
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x

want anything

If you
said,
ask a man. If you want something
done,

ask a woman
—Margaret thatcher:

Chapter

receiver
(the person who tells the story.

(Radio, newspaper,

interviewed by a journalist)

computer)

(Audience: the
reader, viewer,
browser or listener)

WHo communicates WHAt (the MessAGe), to WHo and HoW are important aspects of media. there
messages.”

mass (large volumes) media. Let us look at the channels through which media passes messages gathered to
audiences:

Long before newspapers came to being, there were scrolls which recorded historic happenings even before

item for a select few became a mass product, reaching millions of eager readers. newspapers, just as the

and
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receiver or audiences. this is how it works:

1

and

and
true Love, Parents,
Passion, Law Monthly and drum. the presence of many newspapers in the country shows a rich interest
in news and hence a ready audience to consume the product. All the newspapers in the country have a
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corner of the country. If they are unable to get news from some remote areas, they use the government

messages immediately/instantly reaching millions of people across the country simultaneously. By its

while working. Just like newspapers, radio has reporters across the country who send in news as they

message to your intended audience (your voters).

2

internet is no longer an issues, how do you then make use of this new media channel to achieve your goals?
there are many forums you can use to advance your message at minimum costs. examples are:

the same to audiences. the good thing about tV is that you see the person being interviewed. Unlike in

on behalf of the people

is exposing their young ones to unsavoury items especially sex and
violence
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unique story about people. through their camera lens, tV brings news and lives of people from around the

3

issues

Before you read a story or watch it on tV and listen on radio, it has gone through a process. At the beginning,
a journalist talks to people about an event and uses words to describe what takes place. the story is then

validity and decision to be published has to be made and a page assigned to it including whether it will run
with or without a picture.
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Before the page is sent to press (to be printed) or story is aired on tV or broadcast on radio, someone else,

youthful writers are usually given priority), talk about women and youth issues in the main paper or relevant
the subject.
Indeed television viewers call in or write to complain about the media interviewing the same people all the

4
not comment on everything for the sake of being heard or seen. this makes journalists and readers/viewers
to take her comments seriously. to get exposed to the media, you need a contact person. And that person
is a journalist.

felt at the grassroots. so in every county, there are both print and broadcast journalists who are working hard

As they search for news, the reporters will appreciate it if you tell them about what is happening in your area

newsworthy and you will only know the truth if you have a journalist contact to explain this.

talk about everything and the local leaders.

their work. don’t say anything you would not want to be read in the newspapers or heard on air
coverage is. People love being appreciated.
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interest in them and their work. exchange contacts and call them to follow up on the event and interest

5
this is the place where the rally took place. If the rally was at Uhuru Park in nairobi, then that is

What happened is that the youths and women declared their candidacy. the reporter will describe
of candidacy and the rally.

: the story explains the reasons behind the women and young people coming together. For example,

What happened?
Where did it happen? When did it happen? Who did it happen to? Why did it happen? How did it happen?
chapter seven.

others. But they also point out that for a story to have prominence, it must be neGAtIVe. the truth is there

old tree that falls in strong wind can make a good story. It is the way it is told, and the people who are
interviewed that determine whether a story is good and useable.
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are given coverage or not.

6

. A simple march to protest the inability of local authority to
interviewed and explain why they think this is important.

Why is football serious in this village? Are there great footballers from the area? those are the answers the
journalist will strive to answer and in the process, come up with a wonderfully unique story.
If Indonesia and Uganda experience a similar tragedy, the Ugandan

people, athletes, footballers, news anchors, radio presenters, actors and musicians.
news about increase of petrol prices is weighty because it has direct impact on people’s

interest to others. Readers and viewers weep, laugh, sympathise or feel anger at the experiences of others.

these are powerful stories.
the news must be important to the reader/viewer informing them how government policies,

this is the line with the writer’s name. It comes before the story. A byline is very important to a writer
and because they want to be associated with good stories, writers do their best.
this is the reporter’s designated task for the day (s) or weeks.
An explanatory sentence beneath a picture. describes what is happening in the photo or
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and villains, losers and winners and these fascinate the ordinary readers/viewers.

7

column in which the paper expresses its opinion or stand on a certain issue. Broadcast media is

Longer story with human interest and background of news.
news based on facts.
the name of a newspaper usually carried at the top of page one. tV has its signature tune

Photo showing only person’s head and shoulders.
the room from where journalists work.

Chapter

public. this work is done by a journalist. everyone who goes through journalism
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Because of evolving technology, now there are many people out there who work as journalists. And media
outlets such as cnn encourage them to send in their news from anywhere in the world. they capture

is worth a bigger story, then a reporter is dispatched to the area to give the story the professional touch it
requires.

the basic role of the media is to:

8
and readers

elsewhere

into an idea or product

have moved to what is called convergence, whereby a reporter is assigned a story and processes his or her
print media don’t compete for stories but work together as a big family. When a media outlet such as the
they complement each other. It is not unusual to hear the news anchor urging viewers to get the following

government, crime or parliament.

grammar and give it a headline.
this is a journalist who is in charge of reporters and assigns them stories to do for the
day. He or she will go through the docket (a list of stories for the day which have been chosen from
they brief the news editor about what they found out and together they decide the angle (how to
tell the story) the story will take. once the story is done, it is presented to the news editor who then
passes it on to the chief subeditor.
. Like the news editor, this journalist is in charge of all subeditors. each
morning, he or she receives the docket (list of stories to be done for the day) from the news editor.
docket and breaking news, the chief subeditor assigns stories to each page and assigns the subeditors

Both print and broadcast media have a strong component in features. Features, as
viewers. the features editor has a network of features writers who discuss ideas they are pursuing
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or radio. note that while broadcast media approaches a story in terms of seconds, print media looks at it in
terms of space.

9

content that goes into the product.

held twice a day. the morning one discusses the docket and likely stories to be given priority. In the
lead with in the following day’s paper or evening broadcast news). the Me will work on the lead
or she will also come up with the splash headline and work closely with the graphic designers for the
perfect page one look.

All photographers must answer to him or her to be assigned work for the day. He
or she ensures photographers (camera men/women for tV) accompany reporters to cover a story.
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smooth running of the news process.

newspapers.

10
breaking news through their mobile phones.

You must always strive for this. And remember the power of the media is huge as it can easily sway public
opinion or views.
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A modern newsroom (above) and studio
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Chapter

However, it is not all grim. It is notable that some women leaders have remained in the public domain over
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stood up to be counted. More were heard throughout the civil service and even the Judiciary. Lawyers Judy
thongori and njoki ndungu have maintained a real public presence for many years. In the tenth Parliament
women leaders such as Rachael shebesh, naomi shaban, charity ngilu, Beth Mugo, Millie odhiambo and
space in the media. there are many avenues for women as well as youth leaders to be covered by the media.

will obviously look for you to give your views. Besides, a story is good when it embraces views of everyone

12
Generally, the media seeks to write or air stories about women heroines who have played their gender roles

from above’, among others references.

at a workshop recently. she went on to elaborate how one reporter asked her who would take care of her
going to make it without one?” the reporter had allegedly asked her.

that she can’t.

newspapers in the country, the
the research,

and

.
, found out that media covered men more favourably

It is not just women leaders who face the same challenge. Youths fair poorly too. the media presents them

hence get their story across, generally women have no such liberty. Youthful leaders fall in this category too.
Besides not having money to entertain the reporters, the young leaders don’t know how to go about it to
look for them. this makes it hard for them to get that crucial coverage.
there are excuses such as men being more aggressive in seeking media coverage than women to explain the

as they seem...they are not actually maternal...they are serious thieves.” the media judgement on women
tolerate men who steal but not women because they are our mothers, sisters, daughters, wives.”

media gleefully picked the line. can’t a woman be tougher than men? Isn’t she supposed to passionately do

Be focused.
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In the same year, the African Woman and child Feature service’s
, found out that between october and december 2002, “only

13

development, talk about the progress, the
shortcomings and how you are going to

Be consistent.
dress decently.
Address issues.

will be said in the same breath as your name.
the people are going to overcome the

wins hearts over.
things he does. “He is not the role model for our
children? What is wrong with the people of his
of things about him. Indeed some young people who
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handed him victory, say they hide their heads every

14

when they see a young person showing
respect to older people.

can get your views across without
stepping on other people’s toes.

maturity when you insult rivals or those
You can actually dress youthfully and tastefully. For

people.

not being young but about providing leadership. If you look back in our history, there were young people
who took the country’s leadership in their 20s. they were not chosen because they were young. they earned
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presence. the only problem is that they mostly lament about youths being ignored. this is not the approach.

15

cement stereotypes.

In 2005, a worldwide research by the Global Media Monitoring Project (GMMP) came up with an analysis
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inputs but women and young leaders hardly feature. Actually, nobody we talked to when compiling

In the GMMP report, men were 83 per cent of experts, and 86 per cent of spokespersons. By contrast,

Men’s voices dominate in hard news. even when women do feature in the news, they are more

16

All four are men. they include two elderly brothers who live together, and a man who apparently
lives alone. the fourth interviewee is seen with his wife and children. He is named. they are not
named, nor do they speak. By giving voice exclusively to men, this story obliterates the fact that
suggests that their experience speaks for all.

for the past month. this item is about the seal’s popularity with local people. Women appear a lot:
women in their 20s watch the seal and cheer. two men are interviewed. one works at the local

also be seen among the people who have come to see the seal. Yet the people who are shown in

this role is reserved for women. the role of men in the report is to provide expert, specialised
have included men among the people who react to the arrival of the seal in their locality.
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warming’ news involving ordinary local people.

17
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at every shopping centre. Get a diploma, degree or masters. An eloquent speaker
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From the aforesaid, it is a task for women to get covered in the media. But it can be done. once a chance

woman leader steps out to conquer the world, she must:

Your clothes speak volumes about what you stand for. don’t give the public

When radio queen carol Mutoko addresses women, she points out the importance of dressing to command
a skirt or dress) you get things done and earn respect. so avoid behaving or looking like a man. the sexes

18

tools can also be used by young leaders.
As you prepare to use the media, don’t forget what gets covered in the media:

short and concise messages (“In a nutshell, this is what I’m saying”).

Use short sentences.

radio or online publishing.

blogging)which you can promote through social media.
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Be clear and audible (pronounce your words well)

19

and business accomplishments.

professionalism.
consider your strengths and weaknesses concerning the seat you are seeking. But don’t write down
as a result

people come from families and will appreciate someone who understands and appreciates family life.
state why you are the best contender for the seat. this is your chance to get voters to your side. Avoid

impossible.
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you are a member of, they add credibility to what you have stated.

second look. ensure the following:
take out anything you feel isn’t important for your reader to know, spice up any parts that are lacking

20

contact you.

are correct, yet maintain your feelings and voice.
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paper.

costs about sh750,000.

What you need to do to market the brand you:
tell the voter about your strengths, ideas and vision
say exactly what you want to do and how you want to do it

share the party’s vision for the country and what the party leader stands for

21

some voters would like to know why you want to go for the seat. explain
don’t use it to slander others
You can measure yourself with the best

the best person to do your media image building is you. Your media team can only guide
you on this. editors like to talk to real people. Journalists and editors are people too. If you don’t like
them, be polite. If you do, be friendly. Always be aware that the media can make or break you.

newspapers such as

or

and pullouts in
in the standard)

get the story done.

will get another source. Asked why Beth Mugo was always quoted in stories, many reporters said

will get back to you on that” and never did. so don’t miss the opportunity to have your presence felt.
stories.
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so they won’t reply to every single one. When you are interviewed and your views are not published,

Use your website. Journalists use the Internet to do their research. their dream is that they type the

and more so that they know telephone, sms and email manners. otherwise, you might be doing just

22

neat clothes

Manicured nails
Good shoes

23
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Issue a statement explaining yourself out
call a Press conference

Hear no evil, see no evil, say no evil
Let things cool down,

explain what you are doing to correct the

Hope that people forget soon
Also note: and have the two points follow
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Avoid blaming other people

24

help you manage the crisis.

types of journalists.
these and you will get a bad public image
Always acknowledge journalists who support
Press conferences

big and dream.

workshops.

Understand you current public image

Media encounters/visits/exposure visits

events e.g. fundraising events

once you get the opportunity to address people, you need to have skills that make people listen to you. Let’s
look at 25 public speaking skills that will see you achieve your purpose:

every public speaker should be able to:
1.
convey their message.
2.

3.
Bridging is key.
4.
use them appropriately to complement your ideas.
5.

7.

8.

I

9.
10.

11.
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6.

can exhibit. Lose the notes, and lose the chain.

25

12.
13.
14.

15.

16.
speaker.
17.

18.

19.

20.
for an audience to sense.
21.

22.

23.
feedback from as many people as you can.
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24.

26

25.
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the answers. the reporter then scribbles down notes of what you say. You can be natural here and even blow
your nose, scratch your armpit or even laugh as loudly as you want.

will not write or say everything you told them. And the story won’t be told in your own words. the journalist
it will be picked out as a quote and you will voice it over on radio while viewers will watch you say it on tV.
For print, the quote will be presented in direct speech.

Ask the interviewer to give you a brief on the topic under discussion. Read widely on it because if it is a tV
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the camera will focus there. If your toe is protruding, the camera will be there. It is not just about what you
say. the ahs, the loss of words, the swearing, angry outbursts and all forms of facial expressions make part
of the tV interview.

27
subject, the viewers will dismiss you.

personal story) ask them whether they want to use older photos (obviously they do) and go to the album
and choose the ones you are comfortable with and carry them along on the day of the interview.

example, if they ask something like, “Why do you think you can win that seat? Aren’t you a stooge of so and

seat.

the perfect picture background. If a reporter asks you to comment on something outside the present issue,

and ask again.

give the answers.
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recent.

facts.
Have small talk with the interviewer before the interview. this helps calm your nerves.

28

Interviews are a learning process. these notes will help you improve on future interviews.
Request the tV or radio interviewer to give you a copy of the clip once aired. It is good to have proper

truth.

discussed at the interview.

less alert to the real issues

If you get an answer wrong, just ask to rephrase it and start all over again. don’t be ashamed as at the
end of it, you would have given the right answer
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Be natural and don’t read your material

Look your best but don’t exaggerate. there are people who dress inappropriately, even exposing their
cleavage too much. this makes everyone uncomfortable. note: Avoid white tops or shirts as these are

29

can ask to provide full answers
don’t allow the interviewer to put words in your mouth. If they do so, just state, in your own words,

natural gestures when speaking.

untrustworthy.

agreement.

addresses the issues being discussed in the interview.

It can be live chat or email interview. In live chat, both you and the reporter should be logged onto the

You just click on their name and a chat window comes up.

How are you and how is work?
I am good. It’s been a while, what are you up to?
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take the opportunity to list all you are doing, bearing in mind the ingredients (on

30

Note:
A chat is an opportunity to give a complete interview

notes.
comfortable with if read by the whole
world.
news story or feature in broadcast media as well as
published for print and online audiences.

interview or telephone interview.

clearly before answering. You might go

and the photographer. Focus on the
interview.

Because of strict deadlines, some news stories have

quote.

a burning issue you want highlighted,
just let the reporter know and say it as
clearly as possible.

For a longer story, feature or special report, the print journalist will call you and book an appointment.

audience will think you are evasive and are hiding something. Answer
because...” and give a very good reason.

“the key issue is...” or “most importantly...” You can also repeat some
key messages for impact.

Many people who work for nGos, for example, use technical words.
these are story killers. Avoid them.
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the journalist could come for the interview with a photographer. He or she will have a notebook, pen and

31

radio

Arrive early at the studio and get the interviewer’s name right.

and the topic of discussion.
Prepare what you will talk about beforehand so that when the interview commences, you have

Make short notes to guide you but don’t read.
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warm.

32

Prepare
yourself for
the interview
in a way
that you are
comfortable.

community leaders, etc

views about something.
It is a chance to sell yourself
Your goal must be achieved and if the host goes down a path you are uncomfortable with, just make one

But no when to be quiet.
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comment on current issues of debate. You can do this through press conference, press releases or
calling in to contribute during a live radio or tV programme.

Be available when invited for radio and tV programmes. Always have facts.

33

When you
overdress
or dress
people
including the
cameraman will
not take you
seriously.

Chapter
Journalism is powerful. It is so powerful that it has brought down great leaders...
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been put to test.

people around the globe read their news online while many more access news on their mobile phones.

therefore, you must strive to be beyond reproach in your use of the media, which includes telephone text

An example of careless use of text messages can best be elaborated by what happened to Finnish Minister

34

keeping it under wraps. Journalists feel they have to report on the case because all the other media did

that a woman leader is all they need to enable them realise their vision of prosperity. As far as you are
concerned, you have won their hearts over. then, a male rival comes to the region accompanied by the
media and tells large crowds that women cannot represent them adequately in Parliament. And his remarks
are widely covered in the local media. A week later you go back to the people to once again speak about the

television and published in the newspapers, the message reaches millions of people. Indeed, almost all

discovery of oil means lots of many other things. History shows that the presence of such natural resources
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In scenario one, you only spoke to a limited number of people, which means your message was only received

35
women leaders from the region?
As a woman leader, this was an excellent opportunity to exploit the media and make your presence known.
What a woman leader should have done:
talk about sobriety

resource

and men of turkana to walk to nairobi to demand transparency (or something like that)

woman will be invited for tV and radio talk shows, the print media will look for her for input in stories from

the woman leader must use any available opportunity to make her presence felt. For example, in a common

opportunity to talk to them.
Introduce yourself well and go ahead to explain what happened.
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such as, “How many of my people are going to die before the government acts?” or another catchy

36

don’t end your mission at the scene. If you have a car, ferry the injured to the hospital. If not, board
any of the vehicles ferrying the injured to hospital. Just make sure you get there. And ensure the
journalist(s) at the scene of the accident goes with you to the hospital.

to.

with you once he or she is compiling the story.

In other words, the woman described here took the opportunity to exploit the media to her advantage. this
applies to youthful leaders as well.

women’s presence to be felt, the country’s laws are gradually enabling women achieve this feat. the law

men, women playing periphery roles as dancers/entertainers.

programmes.

up, people always associate her with being consistent in advancing the rule of law. “If she becomes

opportunity. Avoid excuses.

. never let a day pass by without checking your email. If a reporter

Monitor your phones during business hours. once you
receive a call, greet the caller politely and professionally. If you cannot answer your phone personally
or monitor it throughout, create a professional announcement for incoming calls.

are not going to tell her or him to call later.

a chance to contest seats.
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When the media is not sure of what you stand for it labels you unsavoury

37
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speak eloquently about issues of the day

38

Chapter

understanding of the topic you want published. And because of its brevity, the press release allows the

Heading
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journalists fail to turn up for the event. Before sending out your press release, ascertain the news deadline

dateline

39

what took place. the editor may choose to use the contents of the release without making further enquiries,

recipients).
since reporters are always looking for news, a simple and concise

the press release needs to have some human interest angle in it to
encourage the reporter to cover the event as it promises more than
just one news story.
describe your news event on one A4 typed page.

Lead paragraph
Main body

important to give your cell phone number since reporters may want to contact you in the course of

n
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type your press release and use only one page. state the date.

the pictures.

cameraperson.

40
the fastest and easiest way to distribute your press release would be through email.

received.

Remember: never send a carbon copy of your
release to newsrooms as some text may be
illegible
Are all your words necessary?

Make sure the release has full name of candidate
or contact person available to respond to press
enquiries, physical and postal address as well as

does the release sound good when
read aloud?

Are grammar, spelling and word
usage correct?

document.

published immediately.

coverage.
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Heading is an important part as it helps gauge the importance of the content of your press release.

41
n.B
1. the hearing is public hence open to the public
3. We shall project the proceedings onto a screen outside as the space
in the chamber will not be adequate for everyone, so those who will
4. the proceeding remains formal and the Board will appreciate if you

Rosemary nchinyei
0721 XXX 3XX

sample press releases: note the ingredients discussed earlier
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to have a successful press conference, you must plan well and invite the media early enough.

It is advisable to hold it in the morning hours as journalists are gathering news at this early hours and are
likely to cover your event.

44
they gathered in the morning. deadlines are crucial in the news business. so if reporters feel they might do
to your event.

the venue should be central and the room big enough to accommodate the media invited. ensure the room

large audiences in the country and diaspora. send out invites to all these outlets, or selected ones if you

bring the conference to an end.

Write the major points of the message delivered at the press conference and print them. Give these
out to the journalists before the conference begins.
But if there is a crucial announcement, don’t give it beforehand as the journalists will dash out to call

AssociAtion of mediA women in kenyA

for the technical people to set up their equipment.
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Be careful with these remarks as you have no MoU with the reporters not to include it in their stories. even

before the event and the morning of
the event.
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space adequate
security available
Accessible for physically disabled
Parking available, VIP Parking
designated
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Heat/air (where controls are/how to
adjust them if necessary)
Video/audio recording equipment

signage

name tags
Posters
Press kits
Pads and pencils
kits, releases, etc.)

test equipment before and on the
replacement and know who to
contact about equipment problems.
Podium

speakers
Photographer
Refreshments
courtesy: www.italladdsup.gov

Visual aids (equipment, screens,
charts)
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Using social media to advance your ideas and make your presence felt
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friends, you get to meet more friends through their networks. In the end it becomes a big web of friends.
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since it launched in 2006, Facebook has transformed from a tool of keeping in touch with friends to a tool
that is so powerful that it can rally millions of people to support a cause.

one may not know the one he manages personally.

America’s President Barack obama used
social media in a big way and it helped propel
him to the White House in 2008. Because he
appreciates the power of social media, he

other world leaders are now turning to social
media to communicate to their supporters. In
fact, nigerian President Goodluck Jonathan
used social media to announce his intent

youth who are internet savvy.

Indeed, Moses Wetangula used Facebook to announce that he was stuck in Mali end of March 2012 as a

come to your site, hence you will miss an opportunity to let your followers (and the world) know what you
are up to. In a nutshell, to make good use of social media, do the following:
Regularly update your status. Avoid mediocre updates such as “I am heading to the bathroom”. When
you don’t update your status, you portray a picture of someone who is unwilling to tackle issues that
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from followers.
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is one way of appealing to supporters

interest by media.

few

friend requests.
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regularly and ensure people can easily access what you posted in the past.
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examples of blogs
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Oprah & Clinton
Blogg
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GX^\*

&NCSBDJOHUFDIOPMPHZ

*UJTBlSTUXJUI
,BSVBT5XJUUFS
AQSFTTDPOGFSFODF

h*SPOMBEZUBLFTTPDJBMNFEJBCZ
TUPSNBTTIFBOTXFSTRVFTUJPOT
MJWFGSPNTVQQPSUFSTBOEDSJUJDT
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9P8CCPA8D8?
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4HE PAST MONTHS HAS SEEN
'ICHUGU -0 -ARTHA +ARUA THE
h)RON ,ADYv OF POLITICS HIT THE
CAMPAIGN TRAIL IN HER BOLD AND
STRONG WILLED ATTEMPT TO BE +E
NYAS lRST FEMALE PRESIDENT AND
!FRICAS THIRD
"UT YESTERDAY SHE BROKE NEW
GROUND WHEN SHE GENERATED A
HUGE BUZZ ON 4WITTER BY ANSWER
ING LIVE QUESTIONS FROM BOTH
FANS AND FOES FROM AROUND THE
WORLD IN WHAT MAY LEAVE HER OP
PONENTS IN THE TOUGH PRESIDEN
TIAL RACE ASKING THEMSELVES hWHY
DIDNT WE THINK OF THATv
&OR CLOSE TO AN HOUR +ARUA
LITERALLY RULED h4WITTER SPHEREv
AS SHE STRUGGLED TO KEEP UP WITH
A mOOD OF QUESTIONS IN WHAT MAY
BE TERMED AS A VIRTUAL PRESS CON
FERENCE 3HE LAUNCHED A NEW
4WITTER HANDLE !SK-ARTHA
4HUR WHICH SHE WILL BE USING TO
ANSWER QUESTIONS FROM SUPPORT
ERS AND CRITICS
#URRENTLY +ARUA HAS CLOSE TO
  FOLLOWERS ON 4WITTER
.EARLY ALL POLITICIANS HAVE
OPENED hOFlCESv ON THE INTERNE
T
THAT COMPRISE OF WEBSITES AND
ACCOUNTS ON SOCIAL NETWORKING

"SFUIFQSPCMFNTXFIBWFUPEBZ
BSFCFDBVTFXFMBDLlSTUMBEJFT

>`Z_l^lDG
Xe[EXiZB\epX
gi\j`[\ek`Xc
Xjg`iXekDXik_X
BXilX%9<CFN1
BXilXËjKn`kk\i
gX^\RG?FKFJ1
=@C<&JK8E;8I;T

:FLIK@E>;@8JGFI8
MFK<IJ

Gfc`k`Z`XejXi\gXikcp
klie`e^kfjfZ`Xcd\[`X
Y\ZXlj\f];`XjgfiXmfk\j#
n_`Z_Xi\lg]fi^iXYj
:XdgX`^e\ij_Xm\kf
i\cpdfjkcpfe@ek\ie\kkf
Zfee\Zkn`k_k_\mfk\ij
B\epX_Xjfm\iXd`cc`fe
lj\ijf]jfZ`Xcd\[`X

STARVED OF REAL LEADERSHIP -OST
LEADERS ASK FOR OUR OPINION BUT
THEY DO NOT GIVE US WHAT WE
WANT 4HANKS FOR THE PLATFORMv
9ET ANOTHER CALLED HER hA LEADER
WHO TRULY KNOWS THE POWER OF
SOCIAL MEDIAv
3HE WAS FORCED TO EXTEND THE
SESSION SEVERAL TIMES WHEN SHE
WAS OVERWHELMED BY QUESTIONS
TION VIOLENCE
FROM PARTICIPANTS %VEN AFTER THE
SHE CURTLY
ANSWERED h) HAD NO ROLE IN ANY
LIVE SESSION WAS CLOSED QUES
;fnecfX[]i\\HII\X[\ij]ifd
MALPRACTICE BUT ) WAS 0RESIDENT
TIONS CONTINUED mOWING IN
WITHOUT HAVING A SPOUS
k_\n\YXe[jZXek_`jHIHl`Zb
E (E
-WAI
+ARUA
ASKED
+IBAKIS
TOOK

h9OU
AGENT
QUESTIO
I\jgfej\ Zf[\n`k_pflig_fe\]fi
AND ) WORKED
SAY YOU WANT THE
NS ON A
ALONGSIDE AGENTS OF OTHER CANDI
WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS THAT IN
TOP OFlCE BUT WHO WILL
g`Zkli\j#m`[\fjXe[dfi\jkfi`\j
BE THE
lRST MAN 7E NEED FAMIL
DATESv
CLUDED REFORMS TACKLING COR
Y PER
SON TO LEAD USv
RUPTION AS WELL AS HER PLANS FOR
!SKED HOW SHE WILL ENSURE
"UT THE h)RON ,ADYv HIT
MANAGING WHAT WOULD TURN OUT
THAT OIL DISCOVERY IN +ENYA DOES
BACK
SITES LIKE &ACEBOOK AND 4WITTER
SAYING h*UST ASK YOURSELF

TO A HUGE OIL lND IN +ENYA
NOT TURN TO BE A CURSE SHE lRED
WHETH
"UT +ARUAS LIVE SESSION
ER THE PROBLEMS WE HAVE
S
BACK
SAYING ONLY APPROPRIATE
TODAY
LAUNCHED YESTERDAY TOOK COM
ARE BECAUSE WE LACK lRST
LAWS AND POLICIES WILL SAVE THE
=8D@CPG<IJFE
LADIES
PETITION TO A HIGHER LEVEL
OR lRST MENv
SITUATION AND ENSURE LOCAL COM
h-Y PRIORITY ONCE ) BECOME
/NE PARTICIPANT COULDNT
!BOUT HER PRESIDENTIAL
MUNITIES IN OIL AREAS BENElT
PRESIDENT WILL BE TO RESTORE THE
RUN
HIDE HIS ADMIRATION FOR +ARUA
NING MATE +ARUA SAID SHE
RULE OF LAW AND GET DOWN TO TACK
-ANY PRESIDENTIAL CANDI
IS STILL
FOR LAUNCHING THE QUESTION AND
CONSIDERING HER OPTIO
DATES ARE TURNING TO TOOLS THAT
LING PRESSING ISSUES LIKE BASIC
NS AND
ANSWER SESSION WHICH WILL BE
ONCE
SHE IS CONlRMED AS .ARC
THE )NTERNET PROVIDES TO CAM
NEEDS YOUTH UNEMPLOYMEN
T
RUNNING EVERY 4HURSDAY
+ENYAS mAG BEARER SHE
PAIGN INCLUDING BLOGS
AND SECURITY ) WILL BE GUIDED BY
WOULD
CHOOSE A MAN hWHO SHARE
h9OU ARE AHEAD OF THE PACK
S THE
THE #ONSTITUTION WE VOTED FOR v
SAME IDEALS AS HER
.OW SEE ANOTHER lRST ONE FROM
SHE SAID
!SKED ABOUT HER ROLE IN
YOUv HE SAID
5PDPNNFOUPOUIJT
DE
! PARTICIPANT WONDERED HOW
FENDING THE
!NOTHER QUIPPED h7E ARE
TUPSZ XSJUFUP
+ARUA COULD BECOME PRESIDENT TION RESULT DISPUTED  ELEC
S THAT LED TO POST ELEC
]\Xkli\j7jkXe[Xi[d\[`X%Zf%b\
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lame excuses to condone this, such as the media is
from point A to B during a
and must stand for integrity.

county.

A journalist’s work, as seen earlier in this manual, is to gather

editors during easter or
christmas holidays.

that to be covered, they must bribe the reporter.
they are given a press kit

correspondents, will head to the shopping centre, have the lunch,
which includes a drink or two, and discuss the angle of the story.

a brown envelop stacked
with money among the
documents. Few are
known to have sent back
the envelops.
Free trips abroad.

journalist who asks for bribes at the council. If there are many cases against a journalist, then there will
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something for your lunch’.
the month, he is paid for his work, just like any other worker.
therefore, the journalist should never ask sources to pay him or
her for favourable coverage. He or she is doing his/her work. sadly,
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be reason to address the issue and even strip him or her of membership to the council. Without this
membership, according to the law, that journalist will not operate legally.

Act of 2003.
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the catch here is the police may tell the reporter what you told them and create bad blood between you and
the reporter. the county reporter is some kind of king as he or she covers all beats including courts, police,

the reader and viewer, as a result, will not get the correct picture of what is happening on the ground as
yet it is a noble profession with a serious reponsibility.
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favourable stories, don’t deviate from this principle and bribe one of them. He or she will tell the
rest.

means you are doing your things above board.

the release to the headquarters without his or her knowledge.

If your story is not covered, do send another press release (as seen in chapter 7) to the media houses

AssociAtion of mediA women in kenyA

why you can’t bribe them for stories.
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Lion Place Waiyaki Way

tel: +254202063012
nyeri Bureau
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Po Box 1396, 10100
tel:0612030100
nyeri

standard Group centre, Mombasa Road

email:

stAndARd GRoUP centRe
Mombasa Rd.,

tel: +254202021230
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tel: +254202212612
Mombasa

oginga odinga street,
P.o Box 788,

nkurumah Road,

eldoret Bureau

eldoret
0532063012

diamond trust Building,
Moi Avenue,
P.o Box 90210,
80100, Mombasa.

egesa, Muuga, chamgei, Wimwaro, Hot96, Bahari,
Mulembe, Musyi, Ramogi and Inooro)
Merica Building,
P.o Box 15146,
20100, nakuru.

email:

Longonot Place, 3rd Floor

oloo street,

24978

studio short code : 6101

Gathungu House,
nyeri.
Baraka FM, new cannon towers 8th Floor Moi Ave,
Mombasa

(n

)
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tobacco House,
cannon Awori street,
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P.o. Box 17279, 00100,
Georg Brunold House

Valley Road, nairobi
P.o. Box 42254

email:

727766932

—tel: +254 (0)53 2033397
— tel: +254 (0)54 30432

corPorAtion

— tel: +254 (0)44 21270

— tel: +254 (0)58 30605
coro FM,
Harry thuku Road, nairobi (opposite the norfolk Hotel)
Website: www.kbc.co.ke
Fax: +254 (0)20 2220675
tel: +254 (0)20 2223757, +254 (0)20 2221630/44
P.o. Box 30456 00100 nAIRoBI
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tel: +254 (0)20 2766450

—tel: +254 (0)58 644207
— tel: +254 (0)59 20395
— tel: +254 (0)59 22379
tel: +254 (0)53 2092/52218

company address

Fax: +254 (0)20 2220675
tel: +254 (0)20 2766506, +254 (0)20 2766512, +254
(0)20 2766000, 0720 2766000
email:
Fax: +254 (0)41 2226929
tel: +254 (0)41 2224903, +254(0)41 2224793 or 2313380
P.o. Box 86108 Mombasa
email:
Fax: +254 (0)41 2226929
tel: +254 (0)41 2313380/1/2 or 2224903

countrywide. It gathers and circulates an average of
100 news items daily to its subscribers at the local
resource centres that have been established across
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email:

grassroots. these centres are equipped with the latest

for the public to share ideas with one another and the
Government.

tel +254 (0)61 2032239
o — tel: +254 (0)52 20637
tel: +254 (0)51 215329
— tel: +254 (0)55 30272
— Regional co ordinator. tel: +254
(0)56 30668

possible for them to make it.
nAMe
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m

0721780359

0722994191/
0735114555
0726759890
0734507892
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1.

m

36519

26.

RoseLAnd LUMWAMU

27.
Rose MWAtee
“

30.
31.

MeRU

32.
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“
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Anne IMPWII
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“

never ever

or
are not your campaign strategies. the
secret weapon to success is to present yourself
to the electorate as
determined
to walk with them towards their
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young’
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goal.

a leader
common

you possess. Follow the guidelines in this book
and
will be your companion.”

success
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